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Cornell Tech’s Mission

We advance technology research and education to build a better world. 

Our mission begins with educating the next generation of tech leaders and advancing 

deep technology research and innovation. But we also seek to evolve our digital 

world with as much concern for the lives impacted by it as the economies that 

depend on it. 

We do this by increasing access and opportunity within the tech sector, engaging with 

communities locally and globally, and using our convening power to shape the future 

of inclusive and ethical technology.





A Unique Partnership
Cornell Tech is the next iteration of the university’s 150 years of leadership in 
engineering and computer science research. 

Our partner, the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, wrote the book on 
commercializing research and keeps us on the forefront of global possibilities for 
technology development. 



Multidisciplinary
Students build their skills on teams 
with representation from all seven 
master’s programs (as well as 
Parsons design students)

Multidisciplinary teamwork and real-world practice are delivered through Studio, 
using what would otherwise have been free electives in a comparable program 
elsewhere.

Real challenges
Teams practice customer-driven 
development processes by building 
digitally-enabled solutions to real 
challenges from real organizations

Practitioner driven
Students engage directly with 
practitioners to learn first-hand about 
industry practices and receive direct 
feedback about their work

The Studio Curriculum



Runway Startup Postdoc Program
Part business school, part research institution, and part startup incubator, 
Runway ushers recent PhDs in digital technology fields through a paradigm 
shift: from an academic mindset to an entrepreneurial outlook.

70 Startups formed since 2014

142 Founders with 253 Employees

95% Of Startups headquartered in NYC

$112mm In pre-seed and seed funding raised

30 Patent applications from startups



Jacobs Institute

The Jacobs Institute fosters radical 

experimentation at the intersection of 

research, education, and 

entrepreneurship. 

Established jointly by Cornell University 

and the Technion-Israel Institute of 

Technology, our mission is to transform 

key industries through technological 

innovation, deep-tech startups, and 

uniquely skilled talent.
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Urban Tech Hub



Leverage the power of technology to make cities 
stronger, fairer and more resilient. 

Our Vision



Pillars of the Urban Tech Hub

Engage the Tech 
Ecosystem 

Develop rich and 
diverse partnerships 
that bridge industry 
leadership and public 
needs.

Apply Tech 
Research

Attract and support 
leading faculty in the 
research, development 
and deployment of 
advanced technologies 
that address urban 
challenges.

Expand the Tech 
Workforce

Educate the next 
generation of tech 
leaders and doers 
focused on improving 
cities.



The Public

Nonprofits

Industry

Communities

Government

Key Constituencies and Stakeholders 
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Mission



We address pressing urban challenges and discover new ways 
that digital technology can drive solutions and engage 
thought-leaders and communities to realize the positive impact 
of urban technologies.

Our Mission



Address urban challenges that 
digital technology can solve

Establish partnerships to 
serve a diverse set of 
stakeholders

Serve the public through 
projects that no one else 
undertakes

Doer



Ensure technology solutions 
protect privacy

Help communities and 
government leverage the 
power of digital technology

Build an urban technology 
profession in New York City

Advocate



Bridge academic resources 
and public needs

Promote institutional and 
community partnerships

Convene thought leaders

Connector



Urban Challenges





Urban Challenges
According to the World Economic Forum (2018)

Environmental 
Threats

Resources Inequity Governance Technology

Rapid urbanization will 
continue to strain basic 
infrastructure

More frequent weather 
events will challenge 
cities ability to recover 

Cities need help 
becoming more resilient 
to global climate change

Cities need resources to 
be viable

Urban sprawl reduces 
available land and 
increases demand for 
energy. 

Technology can boost 
productivity, cities will 
struggle to provide 
resources to an 
ever-growing urban 
population.

As the number of urban 
super-rich grows, cities 
will also see more urban 
poor.

Inequalities can 
destabilize society and 
upend any benefits of 
urban development. 

There is a need for 
policy-makers to ensure 
that progress is shared 
equitably.

As cities increase in size 
and their populations 
become more diverse. 

Governing cities will be 
more complex and 
require new support 
networks

Cities around the world 
should learn about the 
best governance and 
planning practices from 
one another, 

Technology will be 
increasingly used in the 
development and running 
of cities of the future. 

When used responsibly, 
the use of environmental 
technologies can also 
lead to better future 
cities. 



Urban Challenges
According to Curbed.com (2019)

The elimination of single-family zoning 
and parking minimums

How far will the scooter invasion go?

Can cities continue to lead on climate 
change?

Bigger blowback against big tech

Can congestion pricing help curb traffic 
woes?

The pension payment time bomb 
continues to grow

The rise in homelessness

A widespread shortage of affordable 
housing

Retail’s continued evolution

Can we reverse transit’s declining 
ridership?



Approach



Tech industries often move too fast and cities often move too 
slow to absorb the impacts of new digital technologies. 

The virtual is connecting to the physical world in dramatic and 
far reaching ways, the Urban Tech Hub Cornell’s Urban Tech 
Hub bridges gap.

Bridge Cities and Industry



Urban challenges are not only solved from top down, like most 
complex systems they are largely built from the bottom up. 

The Urban Tech Hub will address urban challenges by engaging 
both city leaders and local communities. 

Build from the Bottom up 
and the Top Down



Community Engagement

• Identify community and industry 
challenges 

• Collaborate with local and 
community partners

• Research topics that will affect and 
improve New Yorkers lives

• Publish and communicate findings

Institutional Engagement

• Identify iconic projects and create 
a role for the Hub

• Establish relationships with key 
partners

• Become the “go-to” resource for 
local governments and 
stakeholders

Engage a Range of Stakeholders



Researchers and faculty at Cornell Tech are already leading the 
way in putting human-centered technologies and design at the 
forefront of discussions on the future of technology. 

From leadership in online ethics and security to HCI, Cornell 
Tech thinks about people first

Put People First



Opportunities 



Culture

Potential Urban Tech Hub Domains

Governance

Public 
Health

Mobility 

Built 
Environment

Infrastructure



MobilityData Analytics

Urban Technologies

Automation IoT & Smart 
Cities

AI & 
Machine 
Learning



Invest in technologies that safely bring us together, not just 
spread us further apart.

Defend Density



Use new technologies to solve urban challenges including 
mobility, aging infrastructure, affordable housing and resiliency. 

Support innovations in building design, construction and smart 
maintenance.

Invest in urban systems that are more efficient and more 
responsive to changing needs. 

Deploy new technologies to rebuild our infrastructure and better 
deliver essential services. 

Build Better



Make urban technology into an equalizing force in our 
continually challenged urban environments. 

Bring new technologies not just to those who can afford them. 

Consider internet access as a public utility like our city’s water 
supply system, cheaply and responsibly delivered to every New 
Yorker. 

Implement digital literacy program at the K-12 level to give 
children the tools they need to understand the increasingly 
digital world.

Bridge the Digital Divide



Contextualize privacy issues based upon what entity is 
collecting the information.

Ensure transparency, respect for privacy and sensitivity to 
growing and systemic inequity. 

Support the development of a trusted municipal system to 
protect and manage urban data.

Protect Privacy



Shape a new generation of tech leaders who think differently

Create a field of practitioners that are focused on harnessing 
new technology to improve people’s lives.

Technologists must consider the societal impact and potential 
unintended consequences.

Improve without Disrupting



The
Urban Tech Hub 

Today



Dr. Anthony Townsend

Dr. Anthony Townsend 
works at the intersection of 
urbanization and digital 
technology. He is Urbanist 
in Residence at Cornell 
Tech, where his research 
focuses  on scenarios and 
ethical frameworks for 
urban tech innovation. His 
consultancy, Star City 
Group, works around the 
world with industry, 
government and 
philanthropy on urban tech 
foresight, policy, and 
planning studies.

Urbanist in Residence



What's Next 
for Urban Tech?

A Cornell Tech Urban Tech Hub Roundtable

Cities are rebooting

We all expected that reopening cities would be harder than 

shutting them down. But few appreciated just how 

challenging it would be. In New York City, transit, housing, 

schools, retail, tourism, and office life are all still severely 

disrupted. 

Urban Tech is Rebooting Too

Digital technology has rapidly transformed how we live, 
work, and play in cities. With software in our pockets syncing 
everything from taxis to takeout and tango lessons, we’ve 
squeezed more desks, beds, and restaurant seats into the 
same old street grids than ever before. And created 
astonishing dynamism and untold wealth in the process. 



Did We Get It 
Right? The 
Making of A 
Ten-Year Urban 
Tech Forecast

Defending 
Density: The 
Future of Urban 
Systems in New 
York

The Platform 
Insurgency: 
Does Urban 
Tech Have an 
Ethics Problem?

A Yearlong Series of Roundtables...

Embracing 
Austerity: How 
Will Cities 
Innovate?

September 30th October 28th November  17th December 15th



Spring 2021 - Grand Challenges for Urban Tech

In the spring, we’ll turn to the grand challenges facing cities as they reboot - 

public health and safety, sustainability and climate change, jobs and 

economic opportunity, and governance - and the most promising areas of 

urban tech research and development over the next decade. How do these 

match up with cities’ actual needs, and what can be done to close the gap?



Aspirations



1. Continue to broaden the industrial base of the New York Economy and educate the next 
generation of tech leaders, entrepreneurs and CTOs.

2. Rebuild and recover from Covid  by supporting small businesses, improving education & 
protecting public health.

3. Launch an inclusive urban  technology field from ground up by promoting a diverse, equitable and 
sustainable profession.

4. Guide new digital initiatives for local government.

5. Become a trusted resource that empowers communities to advance technologies in service to 
the public.

6. Build and support a resilient and fair urban tech ecosystem

In 5 years, the Urban Tech Hub will...



Thank you.

Join the conversation

urbantech.network


